ITALIAN GOVT'S NAPLES INVITATION TO GERALDO

AS WE CLOSE FOR PRESS ON TUESDAY (JUNE 28), IT IS CONFIRMED THAT ITALIAN GOVERNMENT IS COMMUNICATING A CONTRACT WHICH, IF AND WHEN HE SIGNS IT AND DROPS OUT THE MANY DIFFICULTIES INVOLVED, WILL MEAN THAT WITH HIS FULL BAND AND VOCALIST, HE WILL UNDERTAKE AN EXCITING ENGAGEMENT IN ITALY DURING JULY.

Geraldo, told the "M.M." that he had been personally invited by the Italian Government to play an eighteen-day season at Naples, commencing July 15 next. The venue of the engagement is a specially-built open-air theatre, the Culti Arsen at Naples, and the band could give two nightly concert performances until August 1.

Geraldo would be in London at some date in July to sign the contract and to arrange the details of the complete equipment of the band and all the personnel required.

BIG TOUR FIXED FOR GEORGE CROW AND MARINERS

WHilst THE BBC'S FAMOUS "MERRY-GO-ROUND" PRODUCTION IS OFF THE AIR FOR THE CAST TO TAKE A BRIEF REST, "HAPPY-EVER-EVENS" ARE UNDERTAKING A BUSY TWO MONTHS TOUR OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA, AND ONE-NIGHT STANDS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY.

NEW VOCALIST

BETTE ROBERTS FOR ITALY WITH ADAM

A BIG break for vocalist Bette Roberts comes on July 26 when she travels to Naples, Italy, to accept a contract with the hand-picked band of Italy's leading vocalist, Adam, who will be touring Italy for a three-month period beginning August 2.

The complete Paul Adam Band will be booked on the circuit for the next three months, the booking commencing with a three-week stint in Nepal, followed by a month in Canada, and continuing through the summer months with dates in the United States.

FALLON TRIO TO ACCOMPANY DUKE ON CONCERT TOUR

WHEN DUKE ELLINGTON Commences HIS CONCERT TOUR OF THE UNITED STATES NEXT WEEK HE WILL BE ACCOMPANIED BY A TRIO OF TALENTED MUSICIANS LED BY FAMOUS CANADIAN BASSIST JACK FALLOn.

Jack Fallon told us that his Trio would consist of himself on bass, a pianist and a drummer. At the time of writing, arrangements with Jack have not yet been completed, and it is hoped in a short time to announce which pianist and supporting drummer his Trio will consist of. At present, C. M. H. S. Limited have agreed to many of the costs as a follow. Senator Elmer Robinson, US Minister to Canada, has also offered to help.

CHAPPIE SHINES AS ANNOUNCER

SOMETHING new and different has been announced by THE DAILY TELEGRAPH, who are to employ a Negro announcer named Charlie "Capp" Hinton for a period of six months.

VON HOLST ON way TO BROADHURST

VON Holst on his way to Broadway, and may be seen in many shows. The latest is "Carnival of the Animals" at the Palace, Park, New York. He is also appearing in "Salome" at the Alhambra, London, and in "The Boy" at the Waverley, London.

BETTER ROBERTS FOR ITALY WITH ADAM

A BIG break for vocalist Bette Roberts comes on July 26 when she travels to Naples, Italy, to accept a contract with the hand-picked band of Italy's leading vocalist, Adam, who will be touring Italy for a three-month period beginning August 2.

The complete Paul Adam Band will be booked on the circuit for the next three months, the booking commencing with a three-week stint in Nepal, followed by a month in Canada, and continuing through the summer months with dates in the United States.
ITALIAN GOVT'S NAPLES INVITATION TO GERALDO

AS WE CLOSE FOR PRESS ON TUESDAY (JUNE 20), THE FALLON TRIO TO ACCOMPANY DUKE ON CONCERT TOUR

WHIST THE BBC'S FAMOUS "MERRY-CO-RIDING" PRODUCTION IS OFF THE AIR FOR THE CASH TO TAKE "CARRY ON HOLIDAYS", one of the leading figures in British music, Mr. Jack Fallon, has announced that he will carry on his concert schedule. The Bauhinia Trio will fill the time between the two concerts. The concerts will be held in various parts of the country, including London, where the trio will perform at the Royal Albert Hall. The concerts will feature new material, including many of the trio's best-known arrangements.
Municipal dance music can be a menace

by Max Jones and Sinclair Traill

Collectors' Corner

JIMMY DUGGAN

THE MELODY MAKER AND SINGER
July 3, 1948

Letters to The Editor

Maurice Burman's Radio Commentary

On June 19, 'Jazz Club' gave me a 'magical moment' and...

JORDAN'S 5 & MOONEY'S 4

Edgar Jordan's Record Review

FEATURING THE MARVELLOUS COMBO OF JIMMY DUGGAN

THE MELODY MAKER AND SINGER
July 3, 1948

YOU CAN'T GIVE 'EM MUSIC WITHOUT MELODY

PEARL BAILEY

HITS AND PIECES

by SAMMY QUINN

PETER MAURICE

Proudly present
THE ONE AND ONLY
DANCE
BALLERINA
DANCE

CALL SHEET

TOOLIE
ODILIE
DOOLIE

THE MELODY MAKER AND SINGER
July 3, 1948

Mervyn Hill (with Joe Loss) says:

"For brilliance andresponsive
valve action, my
Besson NEW CREATION Trumpet
is the best ever!"
You can’t give ’em music without melody

says PEARL BAILEY

Maurice Bernstein’s Radio Commentary
On June 19, Jazz Club gave me a ‘magical moment’ and...

... an idea for ‘Swing Stand-ins’ (a new partner game, invented by Maurice Bernstein)
**In the States**

U.S. fans swoop swoons for social conscience

by vocalist CYRIL SHANE recently returned from six months in the USA

Many of you our readers may well have heard of Cyril Shane, the American singer who was among the first to introduce social conscience into his music. Now that he is back in the States, he is receiving a tremendous amount of exposure and support from the public. Shane is known for his powerful voice and his ability to connect with his audience. His concerts in the US have been packed, and his powerful message has resonated with fans across the country.

Credit: Frank Dick

**Over here**

Let's keep our fan clubs for the fans!
by Bill Bailey

To quote Bill Bailey, "We have a platform now that we can use to reach out to our fans and keep them engaged with our music. We want to create an atmosphere where our fans feel like they are part of something special, and that their support means a lot to us." This approach has been successful, and the band has seen a significant increase in fan engagement.

**In Holland**

Musicians' Club? The Dutchmen show the way
by Bob Francis

Bob Francis is a Dutch musician who has been active in the music industry for many years. He has been a strong advocate for musicians' clubs, which are community-oriented music venues that provide a platform for local musicians to perform. Francis has been involved in setting up several of these clubs in the Netherlands, and he has been instrumental in promoting them as a way for musicians to connect with their audience and build a community around their music.

**World-wide**

It is becoming more

Tours are the main source of income for many musicians, and with the rise of social media and streaming platforms, it has become easier than ever to reach out to audiences around the world. Musicians are able to connect with fans from different countries and regions, and this has opened up new opportunities for them to tour and perform.

**SALE to end SALES**

KISS IN YOUR EYES

MOONLIGHT OVER TAHITI

MAMITA (Samba)

REBELLION

by Chist Hayes

Chist Hayes is a British composer and producer who has been active in the music industry for many years. He has worked on a variety of projects, ranging from composing for film and TV to producing hit singles for popular artists. Hayes is known for his innovative use of electronic sounds and his ability to create memorable melodies.

**World-wide demand**

England's greatest export in the music field

The S.A.H.

RECENT... CLARINET

The S.A.H.

Recent... Clarinet

Here you have the opportunity of playing the best of today's music!

Boosey & Hawkes Ltd.
39-49, Sawtry St, M., LONDON. W.1.
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Leader of the Band

Scots Leader Fights BBC "Dictation"

GLAUCI CAVALETTI

Provincial Pars

Glasgow Gig Dispute: Latest

Brighton Lyon's Hat-Trick

Arthur Rowberry succeeds Labrooke

Mr. Edwards' Charges

Brem Brethils

Phil ("Poker Game") Harris Arrives

Ellington Provincial Concert Triumphs

Gerald "Italian Trip"

Geraldino ON Vocal Tenor

Sydney Lipton on Holiday

Radio and Personal Engagements for Tito Burns

Harri Roy Married

A 20th Anniversary Review of the Drama of the Week

Radio Strike Plans Gather Momentum

With over a hundred men taking part in the strike, the West End, where the BBC's broadcasting center is located, is almost empty of people. The strike has brought the BBC to a standstill, with only a skeleton staff remaining to keep the essential services running. The strike is expected to continue for at least a week, and the BBC is struggling to maintain its services.

Cinephonic:

After All

Passing Fancy

The Crow and the Blackbird

Savoy Holiday Bands

One Only

The House of a Thousand Bargains

Creaking Wheel

When You're Sweet-Sixteen

Powell's Charge

Down by the Old Mill Stream

Miller Moves Again

Alex Burns, Ltd.

Mama Don't Want No Peas, An' Rice, An' Coconut Oil

Time May Change

Tommy Paynter and His Strings

Basson's Academy

Eight Tenor Slides

Trombone

Case Price:

C. Scarth Ltd.

G. Scarth Ltd.
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The "Melody Maker" pays tribute to Gracie Hall's Australian Jazz Band

From Australia to Europe: a journey made only by a rare kind of music...unlike any other...right from the start...in less than a year ago...this music they created...And every European fence song...

Thank you, boys—

...and come again!

Nature Boy

I'll Dance at Your Wedding

NATURE BOY

Call Sheet

PETER MARSH

Ballrnina Dance

Heartbreaker

TERESA

IM'M MY OWN GRANDPA

I'M LOOKING OVER A FOUR LEAF CLOVER

Baling The Jack

Beg Your PARSON

by Rex Harris
Jazz in New Orleans

The reasons for the decline in Negro Jazz are suggested in this revealing article by Gerald Pritley for the MELIODA CLUB.

Although a letter into music, the Negro Jazz of the 1930s and 1940s was based on an understanding of the earlier work of the New Orleans and Kansas City bands. The early jazz musicians were connoisseurs of the work of the greats of the earlier period, and their music reflected this knowledge.

New Orleans Jazz in France

Hope for the future lies in a little cellar, says

James H. Dushan

ILLNESS HITS RADIO REVELLERS

Lopez prefers rest to continental dates.

STAPLETON'S HEAVY AIR BOOKINGS

PEARL BAILER IN PROVINCES

VIC LEWIS DATES

Dr. Cruck Plesses Glasswagens

DOCTOR'S CALL...

Phil Rich Adds To His Riches!

PEACHEY RECORDING CONTRACT

CO-PRODUCER OF RHYTHM AIR

Drummers

Reverend in "BAND PARADE"...

MELANCHRION'S OPERATION

Carroll Gibbons Puts in Band At Cardiff

BE MINE

YOU DO

YOU CAN'T BE TRUE DEAR

STILL BIGGER BARGAINS

MUSICAL STARS AT CRICKET

Sampson's Dates and Broadcasts

FELDMANS

BALLERINA

HONEYMOON

ASK ANYONE WHO KNOWS SKIES

BORN BY THE BUMBLE BEE STREAM

VICTORIA 14, ST. GEORGE STREET, GROSVENOR SQUARE.

STELLA BY STARLIGHT

DREAM GIRL

GOLDEN EARRINGS

BEATLES

DEEZY GIRL

BOSWORTH
CONTEST RESULTS

Contest News
First-Timers Flashed

Simplicity scores

800 watch 5-hand watering struggle

EAST DEVON CONTEST

CONTEST FIXTURES

Beverley
New Generation 80. Pearl

FOOTE HAS IT

DRUMS

THE SAXOPHONE SHOP

Alsop & Co., Ltd.

LYNLEY'S

ZYN

ZYN

Cymbals

128 NEW SPECIALS

Superb, Best Sellers, and

£4.8.0 per pair

DRUM SERVICE
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THREEPENCE

British Dixieland's Musical Farewell An Aussie Bells Go Home

STRIKE: QUESTIONS IN THE HOUSE

DUKE ELLINGTON TO FOLLOW BRITISH PROVINCIAL TRIUMPHS WITH DATES ON THE CONTINENT

EDMUNDO ROS'S RECORD-BOOSTING U.S. TRIP

BIG NEWS! Shortly about AL JOLSON's
ALL MY LOVE
(Adapted from Wehmuller's lovely "Dolores" Webb)

CREATED AND RECORDED BY AL JOLSON AND DINAH SHORE

ASCHERBERG

10, Mortimer Street, W.1. Phone: 32196

NEW INSTRUMENTS—still a few left at HALF PRESENT-DAY PURCHASE TAX PRICES

ALEX BURNS, LTD.

714-154, BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y.

ALEX BURNS, LTD.

118-119, MANCHESTER LANE, LONDON, W.1.

Your Last Chance! Final Week of ALEX BURNS Singer-Songwriter Offer

MAMA DON'T WANT NO PEA, AN' NO BEEF, AN' COCONUT OIL

BREAD & BUTTER WOMAN

TIME MAY CHANGE

Eddie Palmer Leaves Robin
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Apathy

On the front page this week, we print an interview with Mr. Apathy, in which he answers questions of interest to the public regarding the forthcoming broadcasting strike.

INTERIM REPORT on 'JAZZ CLUB'

From unanswerable IVOR MARRANDS

I am a little curious to know why the new Jazz Club in the basement of the Apollo Theatre has not yet attracted a crowd of enthusiasts. It seems to be a bit of a disappointment that the club has not yet achieved the success expected.

ELLENGTOWN "REMNANTS" OPEN UP IN NEW YORK

Latest American Dance Band News

by LEONARD FEATHER

Jazz man and writer IVOR MARRANDS, who covered the opening of the new dance club and the enthusiastic reception which greeted the remnant of the Duke Ellington Orchestra.

JOE DANIELS, RESTARTING HIS HOT SHOTS, WANTS MEN

DE SOUSA REJOINNS LESLIE HUTCHINSON

LUCRAFT'S AIR-DATES

Now The Pianist

WILL CRASH THE COLUMN...

WILL CRASH THE COLUMN...

NATURE BOY

EDWIN H. MORRIS

FLUSH-RACING OF PREMIER

CLEAN MADE OF THE BELLS

MISERMEAT IF ONLY HAD A MATCH

WILL CRASH THE COLUMN...
DRAMATIC MOVES ON STRIKE-EVE MAY AVERT RADIO BAND BLACK-OUT

MU Declaration Puts Ones On BBC To End Deadlock

Poker Game: Harris Takes the Tricks in Benny Show

LEARN TO DANCE AND PLAY!

THE SAMBA

with Roberto Inglez

A merrily-sounding Samba rhythm played by a band composed of four trumpets, four trombones, four strings and one bass, conducted by Roberto Inglez.

LEARN TO DANCE AND PLAY!

THE SAMBA

with Roberto Inglez

A merrily-sounding Samba rhythm played by a band composed of four trumpets, four trombones, four strings and one bass, conducted by Roberto Inglez.

OCTOBER DATE SET FOR "ALL-BRITAIN" FINAL

This year's "All-Britain" Final will take place in the atmosphere of the famous old music hall of the Rhythm Masters, and the contest will be conducted by a top bandleader. The event will be broadcast live on radio and will feature the cream of the country's amateur bands.
Melody Maker

DRAMATIC MOVES ON STRIKE-EVE MAY AVOID RADIO BAND BLACK-OUT

MU Declaration Puts Onus on BBC to End Deadlock

MAXINE SULLIVAN HERE

Jimmie MacAskill Forms Band to Accompany Sophie

LEARN TO DANCE AND PLAY THE Samba

- with Roberto Ingles

A. 3-year, 4th and 5th-grade student of the famous teacher, Mr. Ingles, will be featured at his dancing show at:
- Roberto Ingles at the Mayfair Hotel, London
- Jive Words and Music of 6 popular Sambas:
  1. ALA ALA
  2. BRAZILIAN NUTS
  3. BANANAS
  4. BEAVER
  5. BANANA
  6. HOTEL

Sailor's March - Seven Days a Week

Drummers the world over demand this classic NEW CATALOGUE

MAMA DON'T WANT TO SEE ME

MIRANDA

HELENA

TIME MAY CHANGE

BREAD & BUTTER WOMAN

HONEYMOON BOSS 2

ABERDEEN

A. G. & Co., Ltd., New York, N.Y.

URL: music.co.uk
RIFFS and REBOP

Edgar Jackson's Record Reviews

CALL SHEET

Chatter

by Chris Hayes

HITS AND PIECES

by Sammy Graver

Peter Maurice

The ONE and ONLY
DANCE BALLERINA
DANCE Mixed
with BALLEROY LAMB and greatest
LONESOME LULL

The Place Where
The Place Where
The Place Where

Letter to The Editor

Play it as you feel it, says Duke

Spotlight on 'Jazz Club'

Never let them say 'What a fitby row!' by Ernstie Forster

Peter Mallory Trio

Radio Commentary

Flexibility

Sincerely

Don't you believe it, dear

A NIGHT IN BAO

Peter Mallory Trio

After All

Eckle's Stage Bar

CINEPHONIC's Impressive Line-up

THE CROW AND THE BLACKBIRD

THE OLD-TIME DANCES

Characters' Waltz

E Cymbal's Waltz

Sons' Waltz

E Cymbal's Waltz

Heads of Oak

Sound of Oak

Hills of Shining Oak

Underneath the Stars

Lakeshore Schottische

SUNDAY DANCES

Francis, Day & Hunter Ltd.

1957, Charme Cross Rd., London, W.2
MU's Point-by-Point Reply To BBC Strike Statement

On July 15, the BBC issued a general statement on its refusal to sign the National Union's 10-point list in its current form. "The Corporation is not prepared to agree to the introduction of a television service of any kind," it said. The NUJ has taken up this point in its reply. We present the BBC's views here, interpreted by the NUJ reply.

Leslie Douglas Books Drum Winter Season

"We have had a long history of drummers," Leslie Douglas said recently, "but we have never had a winter season."

Musicians and National Insurance: The Facts

Since the news that the NUJ had secured a 10-point list for the members was announced, there has been a lot of confusion about the facts. We've put together a quick summary of the main points.

Passed To You, BBC!

A message to the BBC, passed on to the NUJ by a number of members, said: "We would like to see a more balanced view of our work and the value we bring to the BBC."

U.S. Coloured Band's Radio Break

A U.S. Coloured Band was given a radio break in America with the support of the National Broadcasting Company. The band, which includes a number of African-American musicians, has been praised for its performances.

Feldmans Top Songs

Ballarina Honeymoon

ask anyone who knows skies down by the old mill stream


The Top Tunes of Two Continents

You Can't Be True Dear

My Happiness

Stella by Starlight

Golden Earrings

Dream Girl

Nature Boy

Revellers Fit Again

Carissima

The Hit of the Show!

Santa Rosa

From the Musical Romance "Carissima"

You Turned the Tables on Me

No Special Sales Special Discounts Free Gifts

Bosse's Haukes Ltd

51-20, Denham St., London, W1

Gerard 1648
Melody Maker
July 24, 1945

ALL'S WELL IN ISLE OF MAN

NEW SUNDAY DATE FOR NAME BANDS

HARPER A HIT
AT BRIDGINGTON

RETURN VISIT
"SUGAR" JOE

CAVALotti
GIGS

HEATH OPENS
AT BLACKPOOL

SONNY BOBB'S
ECONOMIC SITUATION

ROBINSON'S FLORAL
BALL SUCCESS

MARRIAGE OFFER
FOR SUGAR JOE

TALKING ABOUT IT
A Brit farmer
only passing through

TIDAL MILL IN CORK

RAY ELLINGTON'S
LATE DATE

'NEW INSTRUMENTS'
WILL AWARD PRIZE

SPECIAL TRUMPET
OFFERS

TO SING HIT SONGS
"A New Morning"

ALEX BURNS, LTD.
THE NO. 1 BALLROOM FAVOURITE

TIME MAY CHANGE

THE NO. 1 BANDSMAN'S FAVOURITE

THEME FOR TOMORROW'S BAND MEETING

WELCOME TO THE ANDREWS!

GOLD HAS TO MISS GREAT HOAGY BREAK

STILL TO-DAY'S BEST VALUE

ALEX BURNS, LTD.
THE NO. 1 BALLROOM FAVOURITE

THEME FOR TOMORROW'S BAND MEETING
Flamenco comes to Town

by DICK SAULER

'AMERICAN INVASION'

45 minutes' music on one 12'' disc.

M.M.'s Guide to the AMERICAN 'INVASION'

'Never mind how they come, says M.M.s.'

There's stacks of first-rate jazz available. Let's hear it!

Afro-Cuban Rhythm and Rebop

Edgar Jackson's Record Reviews

New routines and features added this week.

CALL SHEET

Never mind how they come, says M.M.s.'

There's stacks of first-rate jazz available. Let's hear it!

Afro-Cuban Rhythm and Rebop

Edgar Jackson's Record Reviews

New routines and features added this week.

CALL SHEET

Never mind how they come, says M.M.s.'

There's stacks of first-rate jazz available. Let's hear it!

Afro-Cuban Rhythm and Rebop

Edgar Jackson's Record Reviews

New routines and features added this week.

CALL SHEET

Never mind how they come, says M.M.s.'

There's stacks of first-rate jazz available. Let's hear it!

Afro-Cuban Rhythm and Rebop

Edgar Jackson's Record Reviews

New routines and features added this week.
The great weakness in British bands

by KERMIT GOELL

AN AMERICAN PUBLISHER PUTS HIS FINGER ON WHAT HE DESCRIBES AS

POOR MUSICAL BACKING MARS MAXINE DEBUT

Kerry P. Cox

Carpenter steps into breach as Allan Jones falls ill
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BANDS

Pit-Bands

WITH the radio strike negotiations having reached a stalemate, plans have been made for the first time under those circumstances to provide a variety of shows and events which will feature Pit-Bands.

The success of such events has been attributed to the fact that the Pit-Bands have been able to provide a variety of shows and events which will feature Pit-Bands.

The success of such events has been attributed to the fact that the Pit-Bands have been able to provide a variety of shows and events which will feature Pit-Bands.

MU Reminder

IT is the writer's intention to concern the call which the American artists are working on in connection with the MU. The Union has been asked to consider the matter of the MU's work and it is hoped that they will be in a position to do so before the end of the week.

FELDMANS

BALLERINA

ASK ANYONE WHO KNOWS

HONEYMOON - SKIES

BOW BY THE OLD MILL STREAM

O'NEAL'S

Hunsdon & Co. Ltd., 125-7-9, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.1.

UNSOULICITED TESTIMONIAL

TO THE

Besson "NEW CREATION"

written by RAY DANCE, with Dan P., "THE MELODY MAKER"

CHATTER

by Chris Hayes

Feldmans join forces to promote the Besson "NEW CREATION" as the answer to the需要 of the American artiste. They have been working on the project for some time and have been promised a major share of the profits.

MECCA BAND CHANGES

An American artiste who has been working on the project for some time and has been promised a major share of the profits.

NEW ANSWERS TO TRUMPETERS

20 ANSWERS TRUMPETERS

FLUSH-BRAGGING PREMIER

"Dixie" Dean Dops at Geico Grove

BOOSEY & HAWKES have pleasure in announcing that their new MUSICAL INSTRUMENT SALON

is now open at 295 Regent Street,

where the greatest selection of musical instruments and accessories is displayed. A comprehensive range of musical instruments and accessories is on display. Repair work is done by skilled craftsmen at competitive prices. Advice on all instrument problems is given by a specialist staff.

"Dixie" Dean Dops at Geico Grove

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD.

295 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1.

LONDON 2000
Leader of the Band

SONG AND DANCE MAN OF THE HOUR

MURRAY "THE LION" TURNER

Chief "The Lion" of the Three at Cliftonville and erstwhile Murray Brothers, Mark and Ken, is now "The Lion" in his own right. He has been acclaimed by the audience for his musical ability and the way in which he has handled his band so well. He is a natural at the microphone and his voice is a perfect match for his music. He has a warm, hearty laugh that adds to the enjoyment of the audience. Murray "The Lion" Turner is a true showman and a great asset to the Three at Cliftonville.

Uncle Murray’s Three at Cliftonville

LONG ADOLESCENT GIRL, reconstructed by the Bald Simon, Mehitabel, achieves her goal in the highlight of the performance programme. It is a tribute to the talent of the performers that they can make an audience laugh and enjoy themselves. "That’s Why Men Love Me" is a classic of this genre, and the audience was in stitches. "That’s Why Men Love Me" is a classic of this genre, and the audience was in stitches.

"Woman's Page" in Music

TRIBUNE'S BREAK

MARY GAMBLE'S CHANGES

The music of the Tribune's Break has never been so much in demand. Mary Gamble's Changes are a force to be reckoned with, and their music is always well received. They are known for their energetic performances and their ability to bring the audience to their feet. Mary Gamble's Changes are a must-see for any music lover.

JACOBSON SET

AT SOUTHPORT

A young man, Jacobson, has set the town on fire with his music. His energetic performances have won him a mass of admirers, and he is now the talk of the town. He is a force to be reckoned with, and his music is always well received. Jacobson is a natural performer and his music is always well received.

TATE TOPS AT

WHITBY SPA

THEATRE

Another Six Months For Brighton Hove

If you’re looking for a show that will not disappoint, then look no further than the Tate Tops. They have been a sensation at the Whitby Spa Theatre, and their music is always well received. The Tate Tops are a force to be reckoned with, and their music is always well received.

ALEX BURNS, LTD.

114-116, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.1

Butler's Plan

The music of the Butler’s Plan has never been so much in demand. Their music is always well received, and they are known for their energetic performances. They are a force to be reckoned with, and their music is always well received. Butler’s Plan is a must-see for any music lover.

New Instruments-

Boehm Clarinets offer a new look at all times made desirable. They are designed for the professional musician, and they are a perfect match for the music of the Butler’s Plan. They are a force to be reckoned with, and their music is always well received.

SPECIAL ISSUE!!!

Forums and Forums offer a new look at every reduced prices. They are designed for the professional musician, and they are a perfect match for the music of the Butler’s Plan. They are a force to be reckoned with, and their music is always well received.
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TED BONG BOWS

IN THE SINE WAVE OF AMERICA

A new force in the music world, Ted Bong, has just made his debut in America. He is a force to be reckoned with, and his music is always well received. Ted Bong is a natural performer and his music is always well received.

Derek Kenton

Making a name for himself in the music world, Derek Kenton, is a force to be reckoned with. His music is always well received, and he is known for his energetic performances. Derek Kenton is a must-see for any music lover.

PHIL GREEN'S PLANS FOR 1940

NEW ASCLEY STUDIO

Looking forward to the new year, Phil Green, has plans for a new Ascley Studio. He is a force to be reckoned with, and his music is always well received. Phil Green is a natural performer and his music is always well received.

HALF SIZE PRINTS OF "THE MELODY MAKER AND RHYTHM" ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. THE MELODY MAKER AND RHYTHM IS PUBLISHED WEEKLY AT 20, DAVIES STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.